Abstract. This paper describes the motivations for and main features of Tigger { a framework for the construction of a family of object-support operating systems that can be tailored for use in a variety of di erent application domains. An important goal of the design of Tigger is that instantiations of the framework should be able to support (a number of) di erent object models in order to allow a range of object-oriented languages for distributed or persistent programming to be supported without unnecessary duplication of e ort. A further goal of the design is that instantiations of the framework should be able to support the same object model in di erent w ays depending on the requirements of the applications to be supported by t h o s e i n s t a n tiations. This paper describes the main features of the Tigger framework that allow t h e s e goals to be realised.
Introduction
While the use of object-support operating systems { supporting distributed or persistent objects { has been advocated for many application domains 5], research within the Distributed Systems Group (dsg) a t T rinity College has recently been considering their deployment i n t wo speci c areas: support for Concurrent Engineering (ce) e n vironments 1 and support for the development a n d execution environments of next-generation, multi-user/distributed, arcade and personal-computer (pc) video games 15].
These application domains are similar at one level in that they are fundamentally concerned with multiple distributed users interacting via shared distributed and persistent objects. Moreover, these two application domains are not necessarily distinct game development is inherently a ce activity i n volving game designers, artists, musicians, and software developers. Furthermore, the technologies being deployed in both domains, for example, real-time video and audio or three-dimensional graphics, overlap.
Despite these similarities, there are many di erences that must be accommodated. At the highest level, the object models appropriate to each application domain di er. ce environments often employ w h a t m a y be described as a shared data object model in which objects are passive and accessed by active threads of control. In contrast, the game execution environment described in 15] employs a reactive object model with event-based communication, i.e., objects representing game entities are autonomous but react to events raised by other objects. Objects receive noti cations of events of interest determined by reference to parameters of those events. While these particular models represent di erent positions along a continuum of possible object models, the key observation is that an important feature of any exible object-support operating system should be the ability t o support a numb e r o f d i e r e n t object models without duplication of e ort, if not necessarily simultaneously.
While these application domains exhibit similar functional requirements, their non-functional requirements vary considerably from application to application and installation to installation. Requirements in areas such as support for security, heterogeneity, reliability and fault tolerance, allowable memory usage, and real-time behaviour vary considerably. F or example, the requirements for supporting the same video game on a stand-alone arcade machine or pc, i n a private network of arcade machines, or across the public telephone network vary considerable but must be supported by a common system interface. Likewise the requirements imposed by supporting a concurrent s o f t ware engineering environment in a traditional workstation/server environment are di erent from those of any of the above scenarios. Nevertheless, the game developer still needs easy access to the game execution system during testing and debugging and, more importantly, the game designer needs immediate access to the execution system during the game tuning phase when the \playability" of the game is being improved. The key observation here is that any exible object-support operating system should be capable of supporting the same object model in di erent w ays depending on the way i n w h i c h the applications supported by the system are to be deployed.
In keeping with these observations, the Tigger project 2 undertook the design, not of a single object-support operating system, but of a family of object-support operating systems whose members can be customised for use in a variety o f di erent application domains. The two primary goals of this design were:
1. to allow m e m bers of the family to support (a number of) di erent o b j e c t models in order to allow a range of di erent object-oriented programming languages for distributed and persistent programming to be supported without unnecessary duplication of e ort and 2. to allow the same object model to be supported in di erent w ays subject to di ering non-functional requirements.
To support customisability, the design is captured as a framework that can be instantiated to implement the individual members of the family. The Tigger framework can be instantiated to implement particular object-support operating systems meeting particular functional and non-functional requirements. Instantiations of the Tigger framework can be layered above bare hardware, (real-time) microkernels, or conventional operating systems. The Tigger framework is sufciently general so as to allow a set of possible instantiations that is capable of supporting a wide range of object-oriented programming languages for distributed or persistent programming and that is suitable for use in a wide range of application areas exhibiting di erent non-functional requirements. In addition, the Tigger framework has been designed to be extensible so that new functionality can be supported when required.
The major abstractions supported by the Tigger framework are distributed or persistent objects, threads, and extents (i.e., protected collections of objects). A given Tigger instantiation may support only distributed objects, only persistent objects, or both. Of course, di erent instantiations will support these abstractions in di erent w ays (for example, in order to accommodate di erent object models) by employing di erent m e c hanisms and policies.
Individual Tigger instantiations may support additional abstractions, such a s activities (i.e., distributed threads) and object clusters as required. Moreover, all of these abstractions are based on lower-level abstractions such a s c o n texts (i.e., address spaces) and endpoints (i.e., communication channels) that are not normally expected to be used directly by supported languages or individual applications.
The simplest object-support operating system that can be instantiated from the framework is one supporting a single user and a single object model providing either distributed or persistent objects. Other instantiations of the framework may support additional abstractions, multiple users, or multiple object models.
The remaider of this paper gives an overview of the Tigger framework, concentrating on the way in which i t p r o vides support for distributed and persistent programming languages. For a complete description of the framework see 3].
Related Work
This section introduces a number of previous systems that have particularly in uenced Tigger: the Amadeus object-support operating system, which w as developed by dsg, and the Choices and Peace object-oriented operating systems.
Amadeus 9] w as a general-purpose object-support operating system that supported distributed and persistent programming in multi-user distributed systems. Amadeus was targeted for use in what may broadly be described as cooperative applications concerned with access to shared data in domains such a s computer-aided design (cad), o ce automation, and software engineering.
A major feature of Amadeus was that it was designed to support the use of a range of existing object-oriented programming languages. A language could be extended to support a set of (inter-related) properties including distribution, persistence, and atomicity for its objects by using the services of the Amadeus Generic Runtime Library (grt), while maintaining its own native o b j e c t reference format and invocation mechanism 4]. The Amadeus grt provided a range of mechanisms from which the language designer could choose those appropriate for the intended use of the extended language. Extended versions of C ++ and Ei el, which w ere known as C ** 7] and Ei el ** 13] respectively, and an implementation of the E persistent programming language 12] w ere supported by Amadeus.
Other major features of Amadeus included language-independent s u p p o r t for atomic objects and transactions 14, 24] based on the use of the RelaX transaction manager and libraries 11], and a novel security model supporting access control for objects at the level of individual operations as well as isolation of untrustworthy c o d e 1 7 ] .
Experience with the design and implementation of Amadeus has obviously had a major in uence on Tigger. Tigger shares the goal of language independence and has adopted several of the key features of Amadeus including the idea of a grt and the basic security m o d e l . H o wever, the goal of Tigger is to allow the implementation of a variety of object-support operating systems providing more or less functionality as required, rather than a single general-purpose system as was the goal of Amadeus.
Apart from Amadeus, Tigger has been most in uenced by Choices 6] , which developed a C++ framework for the construction of operating systems for distributed and shared memory multiprocessors, and Peace 19] , which addressed the use of object-oriented techniques in the construction of a family of operating systems for massively parallel computers. The Peace family encompasses a n umber of di erent m e m bers ranging from one supporting a single thread of control per node to one supporting multiple processes per node.
In some sense, Tigger may be seen as combining these two research areas to develop a family of object-oriented object-support operating systems. The development of an object-oriented object-support operating system, to be known as Soul, was proposed previously by Shapiro in 20] . Shapiro envisaged developing a \hierarchy of object-support object types and classes" that could \be re-used, parameterized, and combined together, in order to build speci c object-support functions". This is indeed a reasonable description of the Tigger framework! A later paper on Soul, 21], elaborated on the original proposal and described a \preliminary design" for the interface that should be provided by a m i c r o k ernel suitable for hosting the Soul class hierarchy. H o wever, no other description of the Soul object-oriented object-support operating system appears to be available in the literature. The Soul project has apparently instead concentrated on the development of speci c mechanisms for object reference management a n d garbage collection in distributed systems.
Tigger is a framework for the construction of a family of object-support operating systems. Every instantiation of the framework is an object-support operating system to which one or more object-oriented programming languages are bound in order to provide an application programming interface. Like other objectsupport operating systems, Tigger instantiations will typically provide support for features such as creation of distributed or persistent objects access to remote objects object migration access to stored persistent objects dynamic loading of objects on demand dynamic loading and linking of class code and protection of objects.
In fact, the heart of any T i g g e r i n s t a n tiation is a generalised object-access mechanism that allows local, remote, stored, protected, or unprotected objects to be accessed in a uniform manner. This mechanism provides support for all aspects of locating the target object, mapping the object and its class into memory, and forwarding the access request to the object as required. In fact, this basic mechanism subsumes much of the functionality provided by the Tigger framework and provides the basis for supporting a high degree of network transparency for object access. Of course, the details of what this mechanism does, and how it does it, are subject to customisation and will di er from one Tigger instantiation to another.
It is important to understand two points about the nature of the functionality provided by a Tigger instantiation. First, a Tigger instantiation, in cooperation with the runtime libraries of supported languages, only provides the necessary support for the use of objects by applications, i.e., a Tigger instantiation is an object-support system. The semantics and function of the objects that they support are opaque to Tigger instantiations. A particular object might implement a spreadsheet, one cell in a spreadsheet, a le, or a le server. The distinction is not visible to Tigger instantiations. While some objects will implement (parts of) particular applications (such as the \spreadsheet cell" object above), other objects may p r o vide common services including those that are usually thought of as being part of an operating system (such as the \ le server" object above).
The second major point to be understood is that a Tigger instantiation is a language-support system { the functionality p r o vided by a Tigger instantiation is intended to be used by object-oriented programming languages to provide programming models based on distributed or persistent objects to their application programmers. Thus, the main interface provided by a Tigger instantiation is that provided for the language implementer. The interface used by a n a p p l ication developer is that provided by a supported language. Moreover, a Tigger instantiation provides only basic support for distribution or persistence that is intended to be supplemented by e a c h language's runtime library in order to implement the programming model of the language. How support for distribution or persistence is made available in any language { whether transparently to application programmers, via a class library, o r e v en via the use of particular language constructs { is not mandated by the Tigger framework. Likewise, the degree of network transparency provided by the language is a function of the programming model supported by the language. Of course, the Tigger framework has been designed to support languages that provide a high degree of network transparency.
Software Architecture
Tigger instantiations are intended to support both conventional object-oriented programming languages that have been extended to support distributed or persistent programming as well as object-oriented languages originally designed for that purpose. Moreover, this is intended to be done in a way that does not impose particular constructs and models on the language and, where an existing language is being extended, that does not necessarily require changes to its compiler nor to its native object reference format or local invocation mechanism. In this way, the language designer is free to choose the object model to be provided to application programmers independently. Supporting existing (local) object reference formats and invocation mechanisms allows the common case of local object invocation to be optimised. Finally, where an existing language is to be supported, this approach facilitates the reuse and porting of its existing compiler and runtime libraries.
In order to achieve these goals, every Tigger instantiation provides one or more grts p r o viding common runtime support for one or more languages supporting distributed or persistent programming that have similar requirements on their runtime support. A more precise characterisation of a grt is given in 3]. Su ce it to say here that a grt is generic in the sense that it provides only that part of the support for distribution or persistence that is independent o f a n y language. Every grt is bound to a Language Speci c Runtime Library (lsrt) for each language to be supported. The lsrt provides language-dependent r u n time support. Each grt prov i d e s a n i n terface to the language implementer that has been designed to interface directly and easily to an lsrt. T h us, the interface to a Tigger instantiation seen by a language implementer is that of one of the grts that it provides.
This basic approach to language support is derived from the Amadeus project. Unlike Amadeus, which p r o vided a single grt supporting a (fairly limited) range of mechanisms that could be used by supported languages, the Tigger framework allows grts to be customised depending on the object model and intended use of the language(s) to be supported. For example, grts supporting remote object invocation (roi) and/or distributed shared memory (dsm) s t yle access to distributed objects, grts supporting the use of di erent object fault detection or avoidance schemes, and grts supporting the use of eager, lazy, or no swizzling can all be instantiated from the framework. A given Tigger instantiation can support one language or several similar languages with one grt, o r a n umber of di erent languages with several grts. For example, gure 1 shows one possible scenario in which one Tigger instantiation provides two di erent grts: one grt is being used to support the C ** and Ei el ** programming languages while the other is being used to support the E programming language. Both C ** and Ei el ** support distributed and persistent objects using roi and eager swizzling respectively, while E is a non-swizzling persistent programming language. The gure depicts a scenario in which one application is written using some combination of two supported languages. While such i n terworking between languages may be facilitated when the languages involved have some of their runtime support in common, it should be noted that it cannot be implemented completely at this level { additional mechanisms are still required at higher levels to, for example, support inter-language type checking. Amadeus supported exactly the set of languages depicted in gure 1 but with a single grt. H o wever, the Amadeus grt was both complex and large, and hence penalised languages and applications that typically only required a subset of the features that it provided. The Tigger approach allows the grt to be customised according to the speci c requirements of the language implementer.
Logical Model
The classes making up the Tigger framework are divided into ve main class categories 2]. Essentially, e a c h of these class categories is responsible for supporting some subset of the fundamental abstractions provided by the Tigger framework as follows:
{ the grt class category { known as Owl 3 { supports distributed and persistent objects and optionally clusters, and provides the main interface to supported languages. An instantiation of Owl corresponds to a grt as described above and, a single Tigger instantiation may include multiple Owl instantiations. Figure 2 is a top-level class diagram for the Tigger framework showing the class categories introduced above and their using relationships. Note that both Owl and Roo are labelled as global meaning that they may be used by all the other class categories. In the case of Roo, this re ects the fact that all the components of a Tigger instantiation are expected to be thread-aware. In the case of Owl, this re ects the fact that components of a Tigger instantiation may use distributed or persistent objects.
While Owl is specialised depending primarily on the needs of the language(s) to be supported, the other class categories can also be specialised to support different m e c hanisms and policies. In particular, di erent instantiations of Robin determine whether the Tigger instantiation of which it is a part supports only a single extent o r m ultiple extents, as well as whether it supports one or more contexts. Other responsibilities of Robin include supporting cross-extent o b j e c t invocation and unique object identi cation. Decisions made about the implementation of Robin are therefore of fundamental importance for the overall structure of a Tigger instantiation.
The Robin and Owl class categories are described in detail in 3]. For descriptions of early versions of Roo and Kanga see 8] . Eeyore is based on the Amadeus persistent object store (pos) framework described in 16]. The remainder of this paper gives an overview of the Owl class category.
Object-Support Functionality
This section considers how the functionality required to support distributed and persistent objects can be divided between an lsrt and a grt. Given this separation of responsibilities, the major services supported by O w l , a s w ell as the main options for implementing those services, are then identi ed. An important goal of Tigger was that Owl should provide as much of the required functionality as possible. Only where a service is clearly language-speci c or is intimately connected with the code that is generated by the language's compilation system is that service assigned to the lsrt.
In reading the following sections, it should be borne in mind that a particular Owl instantiation (i.e., grt) m i g h t support only persistent objects, only distributed objects, or both. Hence, not all of these services will need to be supported by all Owl instantiations. Furthermore, the list presented here is not exhaustive Owl can be extended to support other services.
Object layout and naming: Unless the compilation system is to be seriously constrained by the use of a grt, t h e lsrt should be able to dictate the layout of objects in memory, the format of internal/local references used by s u c h objects, and the mapping from such an object reference to the address of a collocated object. To re ect this fact, internal/local references are referred to as language references or lrefs from here on.
A grt, on the other hand, should be responsible for the provision of globally unique object identi ers (oids) suitable for identifying every object in the system 4 A grt should also be responsible for the provision of external/global references (referred to simply as global references or grefs from here on). A grt should also implement the mapping from a gref for an object to the location of t h a t o b j e c t i n t h e s y s t e m .
Where the language to be supported already supports distribution or persistence, its lsrt will already support its own form of oid and gref. Moreover, its lrefs and grefs m a y be the same. Owl does not support all possible existing gref formats but only those that support an Owl-de ned protocol. Owl instantiations may h o wever use (virtual) addresses as grefs. Owl also supports languages in which g refs and lrefs are the same as long as the grefs s u p p o r t the appropriate protocol.
Object access, binding, and dispatching: Each language is free to determine how objects may be accessed by their clients. However, it is important to realise that this decision has important repercussions for the choice of object fault avoidance or detection mechanisms that are available and for the ways in which object faults can be resolved. Typically, t h e c hoice of possible object fault avoidance, detection, or resolution mechanisms is constrained by the form of access to objects allowed. For example, the use of proxies to represent a b s e n t objects is not appropriate where direct access to the instance data of an object by its clients is allowed.
Since the means of binding code to objects and of dispatching invocations (including the layout of parameter frames) is usually intrinsic to the compilation system, these must continue to be implemented in the lsrt. T h us, a grt need not be involved in local object invocation. However, this also means that when roi is used to access remote distributed objects, the marshalling and unmarshalling of roi requests, as well as the dispatching of incoming requests to their target objects, must be done by or in cooperation with the lsrt.
Object allocation and garbage collection: Owl only supports allocation of objects on the heap or embedded in other (heap-allocated) objects. Moreover, Owl is responsible for management of the heap and hence provides the routines to allocate (and where supported, deallocate) objects.
When necessary, Owl supports garbage collection of distributed or persistent objects both within memory and within the pos as required.
Object fault detection and avoidance: Detection or avoidance of object faults is the responsibility o f t h e lsrt since it depends on the type of access to objects supported and the mechanisms used may need to be tightly integrated with the compilation system. For example, if presence tests are used to detect absent objects, the language compiler or preprocessor will usually be required to generate the code necessary to perform these tests before any access to an object proceeds.
Owl does however provide underlying support for a number of common object fault detection mechanisms (for example, presence tests and proxies) as well as support for object fault avoidance. Other object fault detection mechanisms may be implemented entirely at the language level.
Object fault resolution:Where object fault detection is used, Owl provides the underlying means of resolving object faults including locating the target objects, mapping objects, transferring roi requests to objects, and/or migrating threads as appropriate. The choice of object fault resolution policy is however constrained by t h e lsrt.
In the case of roi requests, the formatting of the request must however be carried out by t h e lsrt since only it understands the format of parameter frames. Owl does however support the marshalling and unmarshalling of lrefs a n d v alues of basic types. The translation of lrefs to the corresponding grefs and vice versa must be carried out in cooperation with the lsrt. Similar comments apply to migration of objects. On the remote side, the lsrt must be prepared to accept incoming roi requests from the grt, unmarshal the parameters, dispatch the request in the language-speci c manner, and, once the request has been completed, to marshal the reply. Note that the dispatching of the request must be carried out by t h e lsrt since only it understands the dispatching mechanism to be used.
Mapping, unmapping, and migration: Owl provides the basic support for the mapping and unmapping of persistent objects as well as the migration of distributed objects.
During mapping or migration, Owl supports the conversion of objects to local format where heterogeneity is supported no, lazy, and eager swizzling of references as required and binding of code to mapped objects. In each case, these actions require language-(and indeed type-) speci c information. Hence, while Owl supports each of these, it does so in cooperation with the lsrts o f supported languages.
Where swizzling is used, the grt must be able to translate a gref to the appropriate lref (whether or not the target object is mapped into the current address space). This again requires cooperation with the lsrt depending on the object faulting strategy in use.
Likewise, binding of code to a recently-mapped object must be done in a language-speci c way. H o wever, Owl provides the underlying support for dynamic linking where this is required including supporting the storage and retrieval of class code.
Determining which objects can be unmapped or migrated also depends on the object faulting strategy in use. Nevertheless, Owl supports both anchored and non-anchored code.
Clustering: Owl supports the use of both application-directed and transparent clustering as required.
Directory Services: Finally, Owl provides a (persistent) name service (ns) that can be used to attach symbolic names to object references.
An Overview of the Owl Class Category
Just as the overall Tigger framework describes the architecture of a family of object-support operating systems, Owl may be said to describe the architecture of a family of grts. A grt supporting one or more speci c languages is instantiated by providing appropriate implementations of (a subset of) the classes that constitute the Owl class category. The process of instantiating a grt from Owl is obviously driven by the requirements of the language(s) to be supported but is also constrained by the model of a grt and of grt{lsrt interaction embodied in the design of Owl. This section describes the abstract model of a grt, and of its interaction with an lsrt, that underpins the design of Owl. The next section describes the organisation of the Owl class category in more detail.
grt Model
A grt provides runtime support for distribution or persistence in cooperation with the lsrts of the languages that it supports and the other components of the Tigger instantiation of which it is a part. Some grts support only distributed objects, others only persistent objects, while some support both. Whether a grt supports distributed or persistent objects is determined by t h e w ay in which i t i s instantiated. Thus, distributed or persistent objects can be seen as specialisations of abstract GRT objects supported by Owl. Every grt supports at least the following services for grt objects 5 : { object creation { location-independent object naming { object faulting { object mapping and unmapping { directory services.
Together these services constitute the basic runtime support that must be provided for any distributed or persistent programming language. Depending on how each is implemented, the resulting grt can support distributed or persistent objects using various policies and mechanisms. A given grt can also provide additional services such as object deletion or garbage collection, object clustering, or marshalling and unmarshalling of roi requests. The Owl class category described in the remainder of this paper includes classes providing a number of these additional services. Moreover, Owl has been designed to be extensible so that support for further services, for example, transaction management, can be provided in the future.
Typically, e a c h of these services is invoked by a downcall from the lsrt to the grt and makes use of upcalls from the grt to the lsrt when a language-speci c action has to be performed or language-speci c information obtained.
Every grt provides exactly one form of gref and one swizzling policy as dictated by the language(s) to be supported. A grt may support either object fault avoidance or object fault detection. In the case of object fault detection, the actual detection of object faults is the responsibility o f t h e lsrt. A given grt may support the lsrt in using a number of di erent techniques for object fault detection or the object fault detection technique used may be completely transparent to the grt. A grt supporting object fault detection may p r o vide a number of di erent i n terfaces for object fault reporting. Each object fault reporting interface implies a set of allowable object fault resolution techniques that the grt can apply. In addition, a grt for use in a multi-extent Tigger instantiation always provides interfaces supporting cross-extent o b j e c t i n vocation and object migration between extents.
Object Model
Abstractly, at the language level, an object is an entity with identity, state, and behaviour 2]. Every language object is assumed to have an associated type that speci es the interface to the object available to its clients.
On the other hand, a grt object can be viewed as being essentially a container for one or more language objects that can be uniquely identi ed and to which code implementing the interface to the contained object(s) can be bound dynamically by the appropriate lsrt. Distributed or persistent language objects must be mapped, in a way speci c to their language, onto appropriate grt objects. The most obvious mapping is to use a single grt object for each dynamically allocated language object. Other mappings are also possible. For example, an array of language objects could be contained within a single grt object or a language object might b e e m bedded within another language object that is contained within a grt object. The main consequence of supporting arrays of language objects or embedded language objects is that lrefs m a y m a p to arbitrary addresses within a grt object rather than just the start address of the object.
In any case, both the internal structure of a particular grt object and the semantics implemented by the contained language objects are dictated by t h e language level. Such information can be acquired by t h e grt if necessary only by making upcalls to the lsrt. In particular, a set of upcall methods, which a r e implemented by the appropriate lsrt and which t h e grt can call when required, must be bound to every grt object in a way de ned by Owl.
Object Allocation and Layout New grt objects are created dynamically in the grt's heap by explicitly calling the grt. Neither static allocation of grt objects in some per-context data segment nor stack allocation of grt objects is supported.
Every grt object has a header that is used to store information required by the grt to manage the object. Depending on the grt instantiation, this header may be allocated contiguously with the grt object in memory or separately (perhaps to allow grt o b j e c t s t o b e m o ved within memory while mapped). In normal operation, an object's grt header is transparent to the language level although it may be accessed by u p c a l l c o d e p r o vided by t h e lsrt.
Language objects are expected to be contiguous in memory but may h a ve contiguous or non-contiguous headers containing information required by their lsrts. In order to support lsrts that use non-contiguous object headers, a grt may be specialised to allow grt objects to be split into (at most) two m e m o r y regions resulting in the four possible grt object layouts being supported Object Naming grt objects are uniquely identi ed by Robin oids. grts m a y assign oids to objects either eagerly, i.e., when they are created, or lazily, i.e., at least some time before they become visible outside of their cradle extent, i.e., the extent i n w h i c h they were created. A grt that supports lazy oid allocation may for example allocate oids to objects only when they become known outside of their cradle extent, when they become known outside of the context in which they were created, or, if clustering is supported, when they become known outside of their initial cluster.
Supporting lazy oid allocation requires that the grt can detect when an object reference is about to be exported from an extent, context, or cluster as appropriate. This means that lazy oid allocation is only possible if the grt supports swizzling and may additionally require an address space scan 22].
A grt object to which n o oid has been allocated is known as an immature object. By de nition immature objects exist and are known only within the extent in which they were created. When allocated an oid, an object is said to be promoted to being a mature object.
The grefs p r o vided by a grt serve not only to allow the referenced object to be located but are also used to support object fault handling mechanisms. For example, as we l l a s p r o viding the target object's oid or storage identi er, a g ref might contain information to allow a p r o xy for the object to be created when required.
In addition, since most grts will support embedded language objects within a grt object, a gref may refer to a particular o set within a grt object. This is useful where a gref is to be converted to an lref referring to such a n e m bedded language object rather than its enclosing language object.
Code Management T h e c o d e t o b e b o u n d t o e a c h language object is provided
by its lsrt as a class. A g i v en type may be represented by one or more classes. For example, if the lsrt uses proxies for object fault detection, then every type may be represented by a real class bound to language objects of that type and a p r o xy class bound to proxies for objects of that type. Each class consists of application code, which implements the methods required by the object's type, and upcall code, w h i c h implements the upcall methods to be bound to grt objects containing objects of that type 6 . A s m e n tioned previously, the upcall code is bound to the appropriate grt object by the grt while the application code is bound to the language object in a language-speci c way b y its lsrt, usually in response to an upcall from the grt. N o t e h o wever that only a single set of upcall methods can be associated with each grt object.
Each class is represented by a class descriptor and named by a class identi er that acts as an index for the class descriptor in the grt's class register (cr).
Objects and Representatives A distributed or persistent language object can have representatives in many c o n texts. The representatives of an object might be used to implement an object and its proxies, the replicas of a replicated object, or the fragments of a fragmented object. The mapping of a distributed or persistent language object onto a set of representatives is thus languagespeci c. Moreover, depending on the object model supported by the language, the existence of multiple representatives of an object in the system may o r m a y not be transparent to application programmers.
To support this model, a grt object can likewise have representatives in many c o n texts. The representatives of a grt object share its identity. H o wever, the representatives may be di erent sizes and may o r m a y n o t h a ve application code bound to them. Moreover, the code bound to each representative m a y b e the same or di erent. All representatives of a grt object do however have grt object headers and all have (possibly di erent) upcall code bound to them. If, when, and how representatives for grt objects are created depends on the grt instantiation. For example, to support a language that uses proxies for object fault detection, a grt might b e i n s t a n tiated that creates representatives for absent grt objects that are the same size as the real object and have p r o xy application code bound to them. If the language uses descriptors to represent absent objects, the grt instantiation might create representatives for absent objects that are smaller that the actual object and have no application code bound to them.
When the grt creates or maps an object or a representative for an object, such as a proxy, t h e grt will ask the lsrt to prepare the object/representative for possible accesses by its clients by making an upcall to the object/representative. This upcall allows the lsrt to carry out any appropriate language-speci c actions necessary to make the object/representative ready to be accessed. Typically, this will include binding application code to the object/representative b u t may also involve initiating swizzling or doing other format conversions which are necessary prior to the object/representative being accessed. Thus, initiating swizzling is the responsibility o f t h e lsrt and not the grt. When exactly the grt makes this upcall depends on the particular grt instantiation.
The Organisation of the Owl Class Category
A grt consists of a number of major functional components that can be individually customised to implement a grt providing some required set of objectsupport mechanisms and policies. The seven major components of all grts a r e illustrated in gure 3 along with one optional component. These major components are implemented by instances of classes derived from the major class hierarchies that make up the Owl class category. Other Owl class hierarchies describe grt objects, clusters, and various support classes used by the major components of a grt.
The main interface between an lsrt and a grt is provided by an instance of OwlGRT sc 7 . Subclasses of OwlGRT provide the major grt methods related to object (and cluster) management callable from lsrts and are also responsible for the translation between lrefs a n d g refs that takes place at the lsrt/grt interface.
Every grt has a heap in which objects are created and mapped as required. A grt's heap is implemented by an instance of OwlHeap sc that provides the methods to allocate and deallocate memory from the heap. Higher-level methods, such as those to create objects and clusters within the heap or those to map and unmap objects and clusters into and out of the heap, are provided by 7 The notation \ClassNamesc" is used to denote subclasses of ClassName, i.e., \Class-Namesc" can be read as \one of the subclasses of ClassName". Fig. 3 . The major components of a grt and their main using relationships. a heap manager { an instance of OwlManager sc . Heap managers come in two varieties: object managers (oms) and cluster managers (clms). oms { instances of OwlObjectManager sc { provide methods related to the creation, mapping, and unmapping of objects, while clms { instances of OwlClusterManager sc { provide methods related to the creation, mapping, and unmapping of clusters. Every grt has an om. A grt that supports application-directed clustering will also have a clm. T h us, as indicated by the shaded lines in gure 3, a clm is an optional component o f a grt. The om or clm is also the component o f t h e grt that interacts with Eeyore { the storage class category { to store and retrieve objects or clusters respectively when required.
While heap managers are responsible for control of the heap, the location of, and, where necessary, f o r w arding of access requests to absent objects (be they persistent objects stored in the pos, distributed objects located on another node, or objects belonging to a di erent extent) is encapsulated within the location service (ls) component of the grt, w h i c h is implemented by an instance of OwlGlobalReferenceToLocation sc . The ls implements the grt's mapping from the gref for an object to its current location in the (possibly distributed) system. Since an absent object reported to the ls may actually be non-existent o r , i n a m ulti-extent Tigger instantiation, belong to a di erent extent, the ls is also responsible for raising extent faults. In a grt supporting distribution, the ls is a distributed component and uses Kanga { the communications class category { for communication b e t ween its distributed parts. Every grt has a proxy for its local efh, w h i c h is an instance of OwlExtentFaultHandlerProxy sc . T h us, instances of OwlExtentFaultHandlerProxy sc are kernel-aware objects that allow cross-extent o b j e c t i n vocation to be implemented.
A cr is a repository for class descriptors and code. Every grt uses a cr { an instance of OwlClassRegister sc { to obtain the class code for new and recently mapped objects when required. A cr is normally persistent and may also be remotely accessible. Likewise, the objects that it uses to store classes and their code would normally be expected to be persistent. Thus, a cr represents a good example of a service provided by the Tigger framework that is itself implemented using distributed and persistent objects. The design of the Tigger framework assumes that there is a single cr in each system, which is shared between all the grts (and all the extents) in that system. It is worth noting that although the cr is a trusted service, it can belong to any desired extent.
Finally, e v ery grt also provides a ns to supported languages via an instance of OwlNameService sc . Although instances of OwlNameService sc are local volatile objects that are private to one grt, the directories to which they refer are typically implemented by distributed persistent objects. Thus the ns as a whole can be seen as another example of a service provided by the Tigger framework that is itself implemented using distributed and persistent objects. Moreover, individual directories may belong to di erent extents.
In addition to the class hierarchies describing the main components of the grt, further class hierarchies describe objects and clusters. The OwlObject class hierarchy describes the methods supported by grt objects and the structure of grt object headers. The OwlObject hierarchy also describes the upcalls that must be provided for each object by t h e lsrt and provides the means of binding the upcall code to a grt object/representative. Similarly, t h e OwlCluster class hierarchy describes the methods supported by clusters. In addition, Owl includes a n umber of other important class hierarchies that are introduced brie y here. { OwlDirectory Describes the interface to an ns directory. { OwlDirectoryEntry Describes an ent r y i n a n ns directory. { OwlCode Describes objects used to store executable code. { OwlClassDescriptor Describes a class descriptor.
It should be understood that above list is not exhaustive and that other classes are required to implement a grt. Those presented typically use the services of other simpler classes describing their internal data structures or providing "house-keeping" functionality. Figure 4 shows the main interactions that occur between the major components of a grt. F or the sake of generality, t h e grt in question is assumed to support both distribution and persistence and is hence distributed over multiple nodes and makes use of a pos instantiated from Eeyore.
Interactions Between grt Components
The lsrts of supported languages usually invoke methods provided by the grt interface. This will typically result in the grt interface invoking one of the other components of the grt, normally the ns interface or om. In the case where the request from the lsrt is related to object management (for example, requests to create or delete objects and requests related to object faulting), the grt interface calls the om. T h e om will typically use the services of the ls, t h e heap, or the pos to carry out the request. During object fault handling, the request is typically forwarded to the ls. The ls may indicate that the object should be retrieved from the pos and mapped locally, return the object immediately, forward the request to the om at the node where the object is located, or raise an extent fault if the object may belong to a di erent extent. In handling the request, the ls will typically communicate with its remote peers who may, i n turn, need to upcall their local oms. Thus, an om typically provides a downcall interface for use by t h e grt interface and an upcall interface for use by t h e ls during object fault handling. Like t h e i n terface to the grt, t h e i n terfaces to both the om and ls must be specialised depending on the approach to object faulting supported. In addition, as a heap manager, the om also provides an upcall interface for use by the heap when heap space is exhausted. This interface typically causes the om to try to unmap some objects. The om may use the cr to load class code for newly created objects or objects that have been mapped recently and is also the component that most commonly makes upcalls to grt objects. Finally, the om may upcall the grt interface { usually to convert a gref to an lref or vice versa.
Both the cr and pos are potentially shared by di erent grts in di erent e xtents including grts of di erent t ypes. Moreover, they are typically implemented by distributed objects and are accessible from multiple grts using locationtransparent o b j e c t i n vocation.
F i g u r e 5 s h o ws the interactions that occur between the major components of a grt that supports application-directed clustering. Such a grt has an additional component, its clm, t h a t i s i n terposed between the om and other components such as the heap, ls, and pos. Requests related to clusters (for example, requests to create or delete clusters) are passed by t h e grt interface directly to the clm while requests related to objects are still passed to the om. A request concerning some object might result in the om making a corresponding request to the clm for that object's cluster. Since the unit of location, mapping, and unmapping is a cluster rather than an individual object, the clm is responsible for interacting with the ls, pos, and heap to resolve the request in much the same way a s the the om is in a grt that does not support application-directed clustering. Resolving the request might require that a clm make an upcall to its local om. Like t h e i n terfaces to the grt interface, om, a n d ls, t h e i n terface to the clm is also specialised depending on the approach to object faulting supported.
Status
At the current time, the design of the rst complete version of the framework has been completed and a number of instantiations are being implemented. 23] describes the rst Tigger instantiation implemented. The so-called T1 instantiation supports an extension to C ++ for distributed and persistent programming inspired by P anda/C ++ 1]. T1 is a single-extent Tigger instantiation layered above U nix that implements a single distributed and persistent address space and supports dsm-style access to global and persistent objects. Object faults are detected as memory protection faults. No swizzling is employed and virtual addresses are used as grefs. In addition, T1 supports application-directed clustering.
Another Tigger instantiation is currently being implemented to support a novel object model providing application-consistent dsm 10].
Summary and Conclusions
An object-support operating system may be described as one that has been designed speci cally to support object-oriented applications, especially distributed applications or those that manipulate persistent data. Unfortunately, m o s t e xisting object-support operating systems can support only a single language or else severely constrain the way i n w h i c h di erent languages can be supported, in particular, by supporting only a single object model. In contrast, the Tigger project undertook the design, not of a single object-support operating system, but of a family of object-support operating systems whose members can be customised for use in a variety of di erent application domains. The two p r i m a r y goals of this design were to allow m e m bers of the family to support (a number of) di erent object models and to allow the same object model to be supported in di erent w ays subject to di ering non-functional requirements. This design is captured as a framework that can be instantiated to implement the individual members of the family.
While framework technology is well-established and the use of frameworks to implement customised operating systems is not new, the use of a framework as the basis for implementing customised object-support operating systems is novel. The Tigger framework provides a common basis for the implementation of both single and multi-user object-support operating systems that support a range of object-oriented programming languages for distributed and persistent programming and encompass di erent non-functional requirements such a s heterogeneity or protection. While traditional operating system architectures emphasise the distinction between the operating system kernel, which r u n s i n supervisor mode, and user-level servers and applications, which do not, the design of Tigger emphasises the orthogonality b e t ween protection and operating system structure. Thus, the resulting framework encompasses both single-user systems with no kernel and multi-user systems having a distinguished kernel.
